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Socwrif FOR NEUROSCIENCE
11 Dupont (irclP, N W Suite 500 Wastungtm, D 100% 2024624,688

October, 1990

Dear Reader:

Welcome to Itein_facts.

This booklet, approved by the Society fOr NeUrOSCienCle governing
Council in October, 1989, is intended to provide an introduction to
the brain and nervous system and their disorders. It is one part of
the Society's continuing effort to educate the public about
neuroscience.

Designed for use by high school biology teachers and science
reporters, main_invag also can he used in libraries, schools,
colleges and homes by anyone who needs to read, write, teach or
learn about the brain.

While Exeialgate spans a wide range of neuroscience, it does not
pretend to and cannot cover everything in depth or all subjects
that are relevant. The Society plans to update grAim_Eacts as the
pace of researchwarrents.

I hope you find it useful.

Sincerely,

,f

Patricia S. Goldman-Rakic, Ph.D.
President
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INTRODUCTION

t has allowed humans to dominate all other species,
walk on the moon and compose masterpieces of literature, art and music. Throughout recorded time, the
human brain a spongy, three-pound mass of gray and white matter has been compared to a radiator to
cool the blood, a telephone switchboard and a supercomputer.

But the brain is much more complicated than any of these, a fact scientists are confirming almost daily
with each new discovery The extent of the brain's capabilities is unknown but it is certainly the most complex
living structure we know of in the universe.

This single organ directs the =tor acts of living, the
brain controls all bc lily acuvmes. ranging trom heart rate
and sexual function to emotion and learning. lt is even
thought to infiuence the body's immune system response
to disease and how well people respond to medical treat-
ments. Ultimately, it shapes our thoughts. hopes, dreams
and imagmation. In short, it is what makes us human.

As early as the sixth century, B.C., when Greek
philosophers suggested it was the -organ of the mind."
humans have been trying to understand the brain, By the
17th century, the brain's general outline became clear
through anatomical examinations. Rigorous study was
stimulated in 1891 with the formal pronouncement that
the nervous system was made up of nerve cells.

Neuroscientists. who represent a relatively young
field of science, have the daunting task of deciphering the
mystery of the most complex of all machines: how some
200 billion nerve cells and a trillion supporting cells are
produced. grow and organize themselves into effective.
functionally active systems that stay in working order
throughout a person's lifetime.

The motivation of researchers 15 twofold. to under-
stand ourselves better from how we learn to why peo-
ple have trouble getting along together and to discover
ways to prevent or cure many devastating brain disorders

Indeed, the more than 1.000 disorders of the brain
and nervous system result in more hospitalizations than
any other disease group, including heart disease and can-
cer Neurological illnesses affect more than 50 million
Americans annually at costs exceeding $120 billion.
Mental disorders strike 19 million adults a year at a cost
of some $104 billion. Children also suffer. Hundreds of
thousands of young Amencans are affected by mental re-
tardation, behavioral disorders and developmental prob-
lems that have no cure

Much has been uncovered about these and other dis-
orders and the brain itself during the last two decades. Key
to this progress has been better ways of examining the ner-
vous system. New techniques, including the powerful tools
of molecular genetics. now promise to uncover even more.

The Congressionally-designated Decade of the Brain.
which began in 1990 with annual federal neuroscience
research support of roughly S1.2 billion, should greatly
expand our knowledge of the brain. Dunng this decade.
basic scientists are focusing on the nervous system's fun-
damental workings while clinicians are studying better
ways of caring for patients with brain disorders.

Improved methods of prevention. diagnosis and
treatment are sure to follow, On the horizon are new
drugs for neurological diseases and artificial sensory sys-
tems for damaged hearing and sight. Scientists are rapidly
discovering gene markers for many hereditary neurologic
and psychiatric diseases. Ulumately, researchers hope to
discover the biochemical defects these genes control so
they can prevent or correct them.

Neuroscientists have identified major areas of
cxtraordmary promise: how the brain develops and main-
tains itself, how it acquires, stores and uses information.
how it regulates the body: how it expresses rhythms,
drives and emouon.,: and what is altered in the brain by
neurologic and mental disorders

Our understanding of the brain still contains many
gaps in knowledge. At best, our comprehension ol percep-
tion. learnmg, memory, language and mood is rudimentary.
But the methods are available to understand these processes

This booklet describes only a glimpse of what is
known about the nervous system, brain disorders, and
the exciting avenues of research that promise new ther-
apies for many of the most devastating neurological and
psychiatric diseases
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THE NEURON

he neuron. or nerve cell, is the basic working unit
of the brain. It is a speciahzed cell designed to transmit information to other neurons, muscle or gland cells.
The brain is what it is because of the structural and functional properties of neurons.

A neuron consists of a cell body containing the nucleus and a conducting fiber, the axon, which may
branch into smaller axons before terminating. Along its course and at the ends of its branches, the axon forms
synapses (from the Greek words meaning to -clasp together-) with nearby neurons. Other cell processes. termed
dendrites tfrom the Greek word for the branches of a tree), extend from the neuron cell body. The dendrites
and cell body are covered with synapses formed by the ends of axons ot other neurons.

Neurons signal by transmitting electrical impulses
along their axons which can range in length from a tiny
fraction of an inch to three or more feet. Many axons are
covered with layered insulating mydin sheaths made ot
specialized cells which speed the transmission of electrical
signals along the axon.

Nerve impulses involve the opening and closing of
ion channels, water filled molecular tunnels that pass
through the cell membrane and allow eharged atoms or
small molecules to enter or leave the cell The flow ot ions
across the cell membrane creates an electrical current that
produces tiny voltage changes across the membrane. On
reaching the ends ot an axon, these voltage changes tngger
the release of special chemicals, neurotransmitters. which
relay the impulse to the next neuron The ability of a neu-
ron to tire depends on a small difference in electrical po-
tential between the inside and outside of the cell Vhen
nerve impulse begins, a dramatic reversal occurs in this
potential at one point on the cell's membrane. The change,
called an amon potential, then passes along the membrane
of the axon at speeds up to several hundred miles an hour
In this way, a neuron may he able to tire impulses scores
or even hundreds of times every second

Neurotransmitters released at nerve endings au by
hindmg to leceptor moiei.uies present on the surtaces ot

ii Ro\ 1 neuron fires Its it.insmittIng decimal %totals
.ilong its iiSiihs When iht' teJL h the end of the awns, the
signals trigger ihe release ol S hii.h att.
',lilted in pout hes tailed s%naptit %esit \eurotrans-
miners hind to int quo? moictuks. %hith are present ;In the
surfaces of diaceni neurons. 1 his IllteratIWfl relass the
Inc.-sa:t: to the neM neuron I lus point oi 4.,intact is knits% n

the %snaps('

neurons these receptors act as on and oh switches tor the
next cell. Each receptor has a distinctly shaped part that
exactly matches a particular chemical messenger. A neu-
rotransmitter fits into this region in much the Same way as
a key fits an automobile ignition. And when n does, it al-
ters the neuron's outer membrane and triggers a change.
sich as the contraction of a muscle or increased activity of
an enzyme-producing cell,

Receptor molecules for neurotransmitters are differ-
ent from sensorv receptor cells. The skin tor instance, con-
tains many types of sensory receptor cells that respond to
simuli such as pressure. touch, heat, cold and hair move-
ment. The ear contains a structure called the cochlea.
which houses specialized receptors that respond to sound:
inother set responds to movements ot the head. providing
the sense of balance Other specialized receptors are io-
,.ated in the eves, nose and mouth.

Knowledge ot neurotransmitters in the brain and the
action of drugs on these chemicals gained entirely through
the study of animals is one of the largest fields in neuro-
science. Armed with this information, scientists hope to un-
derstand the circuits that may be responsible for disorders
,uch as Alzheimer s disease and Parkinson s disease. Sorting
out the vanous chemical circuits is also vital to understanding
how the brain gores memolles. Why sex is such a powerful
motivator and the biological basis of meniat illness

NI I ROI R4,

the first neurotransmluer to he identified
Inore than ot.1 years ago. acetylcholine is the stan-
dard by which all others are fudged. ACh is released by
neurons connected to skeletal muscles k causing them to
,Ontract and by neurons that control the heart heat, it
also transmits messages between neurons in the brain and



spinal cord. Interference with the action of ACh on skele-

tal muscles is the cause of myasrhenia gravis, a disease
charactenzed by easy fangability and weakness of muscles.

ACh is formed at the axon terminals or synthesized
in the cell body of the neuron and transported down the
axon to the terminals. When an action potential arrives at
the terminal, the calcium ion rushes in and ACh is released

into the synapse and attaches to ACh receptors. In skeletal

muscles, this opens sodium ion channels, causing the mus-
cle to contract. ACh is then broken down and reused.

Much less is known about ACh in the brain. Recent
discoveries suggest, however, that it may be critical for

normal intellectual actwines. Since ACh-releasing neurons
are depleted in Alzheimer's patients. finding ways to re-

store !his chemical is a major goal of current research
Anuno Acids Certain amino acids are wridely

distributed in the brain and other body tis-
sues but since they perform so many
roles within cells, scientists disagree
on how to distinguish their action
as transmitters from other tasks

The neurotransmitters giu-
tamate and aspartate act as

excitatory signals. Glycine and
gamma-amino butync acid
tGABA) inhibit the finng of
neurons. The activity of GABA
is increased by benzodiazepine
Nahum) and by anuconvulsant
drugs. It has been suggested that
people with Huntington's chorea
have degeneration of GABA-producing
neurons in the brain centers that coordi-

nate movement.
Glutamate or aspartate probably stimulate

so-called N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptors which

have been implicated in acuvities ranging from learning

and memory to development and specification of nerve

contacts in a developing animal. The stimulation of
NMDA receptors may promote beneficial changes in the
brain, whereas oversumulation can cause nerve cell dam-

age or death in neurological trauma and stroke.
Key questions remain about their precise structure.

regulation, location and function Unraveling these issues

and developing drugs to block or encourage activity at

NMDA receptors hold promise for improving brain func-

tion and treating neurological disorders. But this work is

lust at the beginning stage
Caiecholammes Dopamine and norepineplinne are

widely present m the brain and penpheral nervous system.
Dopamine. which is present in three circuits in the brain,

is ill, c.ght to play a role in movement, regulating emo-
norai responses and schizophrenia

In one circuit. doparnme regulates the endocrine

11(

NEUROTRA

ystem. It directs the hypothalamus to manufacture hor-
mones and hold them in the puuuary gland for release into
the bloodstream, or triggers the discharge of hormones
held in cells in the pituitary

The dopamine circuit regulating movement has been
directly related to disease. The brains of people with
Parkmson's disease which causes muscle tremors,
rigidity and difficulty in moving have practically no
dopanune. Thus, medical scientists found that use of lev-

odopa, a substance fnam which dopamine is manufactured,
was a useful treatment for Parkinson's patients.

Another dopamine circuit is thought to be important
for cognition and emotion; abnormalities in this system
have been implicated in schizophrenia. Since drugs that
block dopamine receptors in the brain are helpful in

diminishing psychotic symptoms. l...hrrung more
about dopamine is important iderstand-

ing this illness.
Nerve fibers containing fore-

pmephnne are ubiquitous in the
brain. Norepmephnne is secreted
by the adrenal gland in response
to stress or events that produce
arousal. Deficiencies of this
transmitter occur in patients
with Alzheimer's and in those
with Korsakoff's syndrome, a
cognitive disorder associated
with chronic alcoholism. Thus,

researchers believe norepine-
phnne may play a role in learning

and memory
Serotonin Present in many us-

sues, particularly blood platelets, the lining
of the digestive tract and the brain, serotonin was

first thought to be involved in high blood pressure be-
cause it is present in blood and induces a very powerful
contraction of smooth muscles. In the brain, it has been
implicated in states of consctousness. mood. depression
and anxiety. Because serotonin seems to control the differ-

ent switches affecting vanous emotional states. scientists
believe these switches can be blocked by an anaiog,
chemical with a similar molecular structure Researchers

are actively looking for such chemicals.
Peptides These chains of amino acids linked

together have been studied as neurotransmItters only in

recent years. Brain chemicals called opioids many of

which are peptides iange from acting like opium
to kill pain to causnig sleepiness. cPeptides differ from

proteins which are much larger and more complex combi-

nations of .nmno acids ) In lq73. scienusts discovered re-
Leptors for opiates on neurons in several regions in the
brain which suggested the brain must make substances
very similar to opium. shonly thereafter, scientists made

NSMI TTERS
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their first discovery of an opiate produced by the brain that
resembles morphine, an opium denvauve used medically
to kill pain. They named it enhephahn, literally meaning 'in
the head." Subsequently, other opiates known as endorphins

from endogenous morphine have been discovered.
The precise role of the optoids in the body is unclear.

A plausible guess is that enkephalins are released by brain
neurons in times of stress to minimize pain and enhance
adaptive behavtor. They may explain, for example. why a
minor injury received during athletics is often not noticed
until hours after it has occurred.

Opioids and their receptors are closely associated with
pathways in the brain activated by painful or tissue-
damaging stimuli. These signals are transmitted to the
central nervous system the brain and spinal cord by
small myehnated fibers and tiny unmyehnated or Cfibers.

Scientists have recently discovered that some
C fibers contain a chemmal, substance P While not yet
proved, it seems reasonable to believe substance P is one
of the chemicals released at the synapses the C fibers make
in the spinal cord.

Hormones After the nervous system, the endocrine
system is the second great communication system of the
body, It works through the pituitary which secretes hor-
mones into the blood. As endorphms are released from the
pituitary gland, they are almost by definition endocrine
hormones. Hormones activate specific receptors in target
organs that release other hormones into the blood that act
on other tissues, the pituitary itself and the brain. This sys-
tem is very important for the activation and control of ba-
sic behavioral activities such as sex, emotion, response to
stress arid the regulation of body functions such as growth,
energy use and metabohsm.

Hormones act by attaching to receptors on Lens
that are similar to neurotransmitter receptors: a specific
hormone receptor will bt. ,ctivated only by a specific
hormone. The entire system is under the control ot the
pituitary gland, located at the base of the brain. The
pituitary, in turn, is controlled by the hypothalamus.

Actions of hormones show the brain to be 3 very
malleable organ that responds to environmental signals.
The brain contains receptors for thyroid hormone and for
the six classes of steroid hormones estrogens, androgens,
progestins, glucocorticoids. mineralocorticoids and vitamin D
The receptors are found in selected populations ot neu-
rons and also in some ghal, or support. cellc They bind to
genetic material and regulate expression of genes in the
Le II nuclei.

In response to stress and changes in our biological
Jocks ,such as day-and-night cydes and let .lag
hormones are dumped into the blood and travel to the
brain and other organs In the brain. they alter the produc-
tion ot gene products that participate in synaptic neuro-
transmission as well as the structure ot brain Letts As a

result, the circuary ot the brain and its capacity (or neuro-
transmission are changed over a time course of hours to
days In this way, the brain adiusts its performance and
Lontrol of behavior in response to a changing environment

Reproduction is a good example of a regular, cyclic
process driven by circulating hormones: the hypothalamus
produces gonadotropin-releasing hormone, a pepude that is a
special hormone, which acts on cells in the pituitary. In both
males and females. this causes two hormones jollicle-
itimulanng hormone iFSH) and lutemizmg hormone (LH)
to be released into the bloodstream. In males, these hor-
mones are carried to receptors on cells in the testes where
they release the male hormone testosterone into the blood-
stream. In females, FSH and LH act on the ovaries where
they cause the release of the female hormones estrogen and
progestemne. In turn, the increased levels of testosterone in
males and estrogen in females acts back on the hypothala-
mus and pituitary to decrease the release of FSH and LH.
The increased levels also induce changes in cell structure
and chemistry which lead to an increased capacity of the
animal to engage in sexual behavior

IN ICU tilt 1. \It MLSSI Nt1EttS

Recently recognized substances that trigger biochemical
communication within the cell membrane, second messen-
gers may be responsible for long-term changes in the
nervous system. They convey the chemical message of a
neurotransmitter (the first messenger) from the cell mem-
brane to the cell's biochemical machinery. Second messen-
gers take anywhere from a few milliseconds to minutes to
transmit a message.

An example of the initial step in the activation ot 3
second messenger system involves adenosine tnphosphate
ATP), the chemical source of energy in cells. ATP is present

throughout the cell. When the receptor molecule is acti-
vated by Its chemical messenger or transmitter ithe first
messenger), it causes ATP to undergo a chemical reaction
that produces another chemical, cyclic adenosine monophos-
phate tcAMP). The enzyme that induces thi,s reaction is
adenyi cyclase. cAMP can exert a variety of influences on the
cell. ranging from changes in the membrane to changes in
the activity of the geneuc material in the nucleus, rather
than acting as a messenger between one neuron and an-
other cAMP is called a second messenger because it acts at-
ter the first messenger, the transmitter chemical, has
crossed the synaptic space and attached to a receptor

Second messengers are also thought to play a rote in
the manufacture and release ol neurotransmitters, intracel-
lular movements, carbohydrate metabolism in the cere-
brum the largest part of the brain consisting of two
hemisphe res and possibly processes of growth and de-
velopment. Direct effects of these substances on the -

nem material of ails max. lead to long-term alterations of
behavior such as memory



BRAIN DEVELOPMENT

torn the single cell formed at conception, the first

signs of the brain appear dunng the next three weeks when the human embryo grows to a length of about a

tenth of an inch. An initial group of cells are connected into a hollow, elongated structure called the neural tube.

At the front of this tube a swelling appears that eventually develops into the brain.

By five weeks, all the major bram regions are recog-

nizable. Brain cells multiply very rapidly at two periods:

age 15 to 20 weeks in the womb and again at a very low

level at 25 weeks until about a year after birth Eventually,

the central nervous system develops into a network ot bil-

lions of neurons that migrate to preordained places to term
the major circuits of the brain and spinal cord. These cells

are all generated before birth and no new ones are termed

thereafter. In other words, we are born with virtually all

neurons that will form the adult brain. If anything, neurons

are overproduced and excess cells and processes are

"pruned" over the course of development. This process is

influenced by expenence and by genetic programs
All the neurons and many glial cells that will corn-

pnse the vital structures of the central nervous system are

generated in germinal zones. They migrate to their final po-

itions in nuclear groups and layered structures such as the

cortex As they migrate, they form transient contacts with
other migrating elements but once they reach their ultimate

locations, they begin to differentiate into specific cells with
7.pecific biochemical properties and connections.

Once cells have attained their ultimate residence.
further development consists of enlargement, elaboration

of axons and dendrites and finally the establishment of
synapses with other cells. Humans, monkeys and rats ex-

penence a penod of excess synapses troughly 1 ½ years in
humans and 2 to 4 months in monkeys) and the density
of synapses decreases to adult levels at the time of puberty.

The basic principles of brain development are be-
ginning to be known and appear to be similar across all
mammals. Dunng the next few years. scientists should be
able to capitalize on these pnnciples to ennch the under-
standing of developmental disorders caused by defects in

these regulatory processes.
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SENSATION AND PERCEPTION

!SION This wonderful sense allows us to perceive

form. color, depth and movement in the world around us, from the genius of Michelangelo's Sistine Chapel

ceiling to mist-filled vistas of a mountain range. Vision is one of the most delicate and complicated of all the

senses. lt is also the most studied. More is known about vision than any other vertebrate sensory system, with

most of' the information derived from studies of monkeys and cats.
Pnmates, including humans, have well-developed vision using two eyes. Visual signals pass from each eye

along the million or so fibers of the optic nerve to the optic chiasm where some nerve fibers cross over, so

both sides of the brain receive signals from both eyes. Consequently, the left halves of both retinas project to

the left visual cortex and the nght halves project to the right visual cortex.

The effect is that the kit half of the scene you are
looking at registers in your right hemisphere. Conversely.
the right half of the scene you are looking at registers in
your left hemisphere A similar arrangement aprhes to
movement and touch: each half of the cerebrum is respon-
sibk for the opposite half of the body

Scientists know much about the way cells code visual
information in the retina. lateral geniculate nucleus an
intennediate point between the retina anti visual cortex and
visual cortex. These studies give us the best knowledge so far
about how the brain analyzes and processes :nformation

The retina contains three slaws of neurons. The first,
the layer of rods and cones, sends ns signals to the middle
layer which relays signals to the third layer. Nerve fibers
from the third layer assemble to form the optic nerve Each
cell in the middle or third layer receives input from many
cells in the previous layer Any cell in the third layer thus
receives signals kvia the middle layer) from a cluster of
many thousands of rods and cones that cover about a
square millimeter. This region is called the receptive field

of the third-layer cell
About 40 years ago. scientists discovered that the

receptive field of such a cell is activated when light has a
tiny region in its receptive field center and is inhibited
when light hits die pail of the receptive field surrounding
the center. II light covers the entire receptive field, the cell
reacts only weakly and perhaps not at all.

Thus, the visual process begins with a companson of
the amount of light sinking any small region of the retina
with the amount of light around it

Located in the occipital lobe, the primary visual
torte.% two millimeters thick and densely packed with
Le Ifs in many layers receives messages from the lateral

geniculate. in the middle layer, where these messages first
arrive, scientists found patterns of responsiveness similar
to those observed in the cells of the retina and lateral
geniculate. Cells above and below this layer responded
differently. They preferred stimuli in the shape of bars or
edges. Further studies showed that different cells pre-
ferred edges at particular angles, edges that moved or
movement in a particular direction.

While the process is not yet completely understood.
recent findings suggest that visual signals are fed into
at least three separate processing systems. One system
appears to process information about shape; a second,
color; and a third, movement, location and spatial orga-
nization These findings of separate processing systems
come from monkey anatomical and physiological data
They are verified by human psychological studies show-
ing that the perception of movement, depth, perspective.
the relative size of objects, the relative movement of ob-

jects and shading and gradations in texture all depend
primarily on contrasts in light intensity rather than color

Why movement and depth perception ihould be
carried by only one processing system may be explained
by a school of thought called Gestalt psychology Percep-
tion requires various elements to be organized so that
related ones are grouped together This stems from the
brain's ability to group the parts of an image togethe r
and also to separate images from one another and from
those in the background

How do all these systems produce the solid images you
see? By extracting biologically relevant informanon at each
stage and associating firing patterns with past experience

Vision studies have also led to better treatment for
visual disorders Information from research in cats and
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HEARIM., From the chirping of
crickets to the roar of a rocket
engine, almost all of the thou-
sands of single tones processed
bY the human ear are heard by
a mechanism known as air con-
duction. in this process, sound
waves are first funneled through

the externally visible part of the

ear. the innna tor emernal earl
and the external auditorv (omit to

the tmpunic membrane ear-

drum) which vibrates at differ-
ent speeds. The mallets (ham-
mer) which is attached to the
tympanic membrane. transmits
the vibrations to t he inc us (arm!).
The %ibrations are then passed
on to the stapes (stirrup) and

oval window which passes them

to the. inner ear. In the inner ear.
the Iluid-hlled spiral passage of
he cochlea contains yells whose

microscopic. hair-like projec-

tions respond to the sibrations
produced bv sound. The hair
cells, in turn. excite the 28.000
fibers oi the auditory nerve that
end in the medulla in the brain.

\dditorv inlormation flows la

the thalamus to the temporal
rus. the part of the eerehral

torte\ mvolved m retyping and
pet-eel% mg sound.
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monkeys has improved the therapy for strabismus, or squint, a term for cross-eye or

wall-eye. Children with strabismus initially have good vision in each eye. But because

they cannot fuse the images in the two eyes. they tend to favor using one eye and of-

ten lose useful vision in the other eye.
Vision can be restored but only during infancy or early childhood. Beyond the

age of six or so. the blindness becomes permanent. But until about a decade ago,

ophthalmologists waited until children reached the age of four before operating to

align the eyes or prescnbing exercises or an eye patch. Now strabismus is corrected

very early m life well before age four when normal vision can still be restored.

lif MN('

Often considered the most important sense for humans. hearing allows us to com-

municate with each other by receiving sounds and interpreting speech. It also gives

us information vital to survival, such as the sound of an oncoming train which tells

us to stay clear of the railroad track .
Our hearing system distinguishes several quahties in the signal it detects, just

like the visual system. Pitch high or low is determined by the frequency of

sound waves. Loudness is a measure of intensity Timbre is the rnocture of frequencies

However, our hearing system does not blend different sounds, as the visual sys-

tem does when two different wavelengths of light are mixed to produce color. We can

follow the separate melodic lines of several instruments as we listen to '.7n orchestra

or rock band. The brain s analysis of auditory information follows a pattern similar

to that of the visual system. Adjacent neurons respond to tones that are only a note

apart. Some neurons respond to only a small range of frequencies: others react to a

wide range: some react only to the beginning of a sound; others only to the end.
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Speech sounds. however. may be processed differently than others. Our auditory

system processes all the signals it receives in the same way until they reach the pnmary

auditory conex in the temporal lobe of the brain. When speech sound is perceived, the

neural signal is funneled to the left hemisphere for processing in language centers.

SNIEt t ND Iks it

Although different, these two sensory expenences are intimately entwined. Smell and

taste are separate senses with their own receptor organs. However, these two senses

act together to allow us to distinguish thousands of different flavors Alone, taste is

a relatively primitive sense, able to distinguish only between sweet. salty, sour and

hitter. This combination explains why loss of the sense of smell also apparently

causes a serious reduction in taste. Like other sensory systems, the smell process is

probably based on a physical fit between the odor molecules and receptor sites.

Receptors on some cells. for example. may react only with molecules of garlic, others

only with molecules of bleach The molecules must dissolve in the mucous mem-

brane lining the roof of the nose before they can stimulate the receptors.

rot (tt \\I) \

Vouch is the sense by which we determine the characteristics of obfects ,;ize, shape

.md texture. We do this through touch receptors in the skin In hairy skin areas. some

receptors consist of webs of sensory neuron endings wrapped around the hair bulbs.

I hey are tnggered il the hairs are moved. Other receptors are more common in non-

hairy areas, such as bps and fingertips and consist of neuron endings that may he tree

or surrounded by bulblike structures
$ignals from touch receptors pass through sensory nerves to the spinal cord,

1, 6
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SMELL %sr) T %STE. specialized
smell receptors are located in a
small patch of mucous mem-
brane lining the roof of the nose.
Axons of these cells pass through
perforations in the overhing
hone and enter two elongated
olfacton bulbs lying on top of
the hone. The receptor cell bod-
ies Mc swollen at their lower
ends and attached to several hair-
like Milt containing the receptor
sites stimulated by odors carried
by airborne molecules. Impulses
created by this stimulation pass
by olfactory nerve pathways to
smell centers located in the
frontal lobe and limbic system of
the brain.

Tastes are detected by spe-
cial structures. taste buds. of
which even' human has some
10.000. Taste buds arc embed-
ded within papillae iprouther-
ances) mainly on the tongue.
with a few in the back ol the
mouth and on the palate. Each
taste bud consists of about l
receptors that respond to the
four types of stimuli sweet.
salty, sour and bitter from

which all tastes are formed. \
substance is tasted when chem .
icals in foods dissolve in saliva
and enter the pores on the
tongue and come in contact with

taste lifids. Here they stimulate
hairs pwiecting from the rece p-
or ce lls and cause signals to

he sent front the cell...
yr-lapses. to cranial ners es and

taste centers in the hrain.





LEARNING AND MEMORY

patient known by his initials, H.M., lives almost
entirely in the present. Since the nine after surgery to remove structures in the medial area of the temporal lobe
of his brain to relieve epilepsy, he can remember events for only a few minutes. Talk with him for a while and
then leave the room. When you return he has no recollection of ever having seen you before.

Parts of the temporal lobe the hippocampus and the medial temporal area seem to play a role in the
process of memory consolidation: changes that go on as the brain organizes and restructures information that
may become a part of permanent memory The fact that H.M. retains rnemones for events preceeding his
surgery is evidence the medial temporal area is not the site of permanent storage but that it plays a role in the
formation of new memones.

The hippocampus and medial temporal region are
connected with widespread areas of the cerebral cortex,
especially the vast association regions responsible for
thinking and linguistic processes. Whereas the medial
temporal areas are important for consolidation of new
learning, cortical areas may be more important for the
storage of knowledge (e.g., vocabulary) and for how it is
utilized in everyday situations.

Working memory, a type of transient memory that
enables us to retain what someone has said Just long
enough to reply, depends on the prejrornal cortex.
Researchers have found that certain neurons in this area
are strongly influenced by dopamine. norepinephnne and
other neurotranstmtters such as acetylchohne Dysfunc-
tion of these systems may be responsible for memory loss
in ,everal disorders. includmg Alzheimer's disease.

While much is unknown about learning and mem-
ory, scientists can recognize certain pieces of the process.
For example. the brain appears to process different kinds
of information ir separate ways and to store it differently
Procedural knowledge is knowledge of how to do something
as is expressed in skilled behavior Declarative knowledge
provides an explicit, consciousl y. accessible record of indi-
vidual previous experiences and a sense ot familiarny
about those expenences. Declarative knowledge requires
processing in the medial temporal region and parts of the
thalamus. while procedural knowledge does not.

An important factor that influences what is stored
and can be retneved from memory is whether the action
is followed by rewarding or punishing consequences This
is a verv important principle in determining what behav-
iors an organism will learn and remember

How exactly does memory occur, Atter Years ot

*

study, there is much support tor the idea that some forms
of memory involve a persistent change in the relationship
between neurons. In animal studies, scientists have found
that this occuts either through actual structural mod-
ification or through stable biochemical events within neu-
rons that change the strength of signals neurons send to
their neighbors. For example. researchers can correlate
specific chemical and structural changes in cells involved
in several simple forms of behavioral change exhibited by
the sea slug Aplysta and other invertebrate organisms.

Another important model for the study of memory
is the phenomenon of long-term potentiation LTP), a long-
lasting increase in the strength of a synaptic response fol-
lowing stimulation. LTP occurs prominently in the hip-
pocampus. Studies of rats suggest that memory is vored
by changes in synaptic strength at contacts involving
NMDA receptors. What makes memones specific to a par-
ticular event must depend largely on which neuronal con-
necnons are altered and on the architecture of the specific
networks in which alterations occur.

Scientists believe that no single center in the brain
:gores memory It is preserved in the set of particular cor-
ucal systems involved in the processing of specific sensory
systems. such as vision and hearing. In short, each part of
the brain contributes differently to memory.

One of the most prominent intellectual activities de-
pendent on memory is language Scientists have learned
about this teature ot the brain from studies of patients who
have lost speech and language due to stroke, and from
rosuron emission wmography tPET scans of normal people

The underlying structure ot speech is thought to
arise in a portion of the left hemisphere of the brain.
Wernick6 area .1-he temporal lobe I., connected with

1S
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1.1.10.1%ti %NI) Mf SIORY. SPER H AND L.Vs(11, AL.1, Structures believed to be important for vanous kinds 411 learning and memory

include the cerebral coru-c. anivgdala. lappet-amps. t erebellum and basal ganglia. Areas of the left hemisphere. inset. are
known to he actIVe in speech and lauguage. The form and meaning ol an utterance r. believed to arise in Werniche's Luca
and then Broca's area. which is related to vocalization. %%ernicke's Area Is also imponant for language comprehen.,ion.

Broca's area in the tromal lobe where it creates a program
tor vocal expression. This program is then transmitted to
a nearby area of the motor cortex that activates the mouth.
tongue and larynx.

The neural basis ot language is not yet understood.
Scientists believe that when we hear a word, the 1,ound
is initially received in the primary auditors' cortex and
then passes through Wernicke's area it it is to he under-
stood as a verbal message When we read a word. The in-
formation is transmitted from the primary visual cortex
to the 4,4 rigular gyrus where the message is somehow
matched with the sounds ot the words when spoken. The
auditory form of the word is then processed for compre-
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hension in Wermcke's area as if the word had been heard.
Writing in response to an oral instruction requires

informauon to be passed along the same pathways in the
opposite direction from the auditory cortex to Werruckes
area to the angular gyrus

Using PET scans. sientists have recently shown that
increasingly complex language tasks performed hy normal
people activated neither Wernicke s area nor the angular
g,yrus These results appear to offer direct confirmation of
a reading route that does not involve recoding of the visual
stimulus betore semantic processing Unfamiliar words
appear to be recoded into sound first, whereas himiliar
wo is tend to use only a visual route.



MOVEMENT

rorn the stands, we all marvel at the perfectly placed

serves of professional tennis players and lightning-fast double plays by big league baseball teams. But in fact.

every one of us in our daily lives performs highly skilled movements, such as walking upright, speaking and

wrng that are no less remarkable. A finely tuned central nervous system controls the action of hund7 of

muscles to accomplish these everyday marvels.

Understanding how the nervous system performs

this trick starts with muscles, Most muscles attach to

points on the skeleton that ross one or more ioints
Acuvanon of a given muscle. the agornst. can open or close

the loints it spans or act to stiffen them. depending on the

forces acting on those Joints from the environment or from

other muscles that oppose the agomst, the antagonist.
Relatively few muscles act on soh tissue.

A muscle consists of thousands ot individual fibers
controlled by alpha motor neurons in the brain or spinal
cord. A single alpha neuron can control hundreds of mus-

cle fibers. forming a motor unit
These motor neurons are the critical link between

the brain and muscles. When they die, as occurs for still

unknown reasons in amyotrophic laieral sclerosis t ALS). also

known as Lou Gehngs disease. a person is no longer able

to move. Impulses in motor neurons release acetylcholine
ACh) which acts on receptor molecules in the muscle

fibers, causing them to contract. Myasthema gravis. which

results from interference with the action ot ACh. can now

be helped with drugs that enhance ACh responses.

The simplest movements are reflexes, fixed muscle

responses to particular stimuli, that have been studied ex-

tensively in cats and monkeys dunng the last century.

_Aensorv stretch receptors trailed muscle spindles located

m most muscles send information about muscle length

directly to alpha motor neurons !uciden muscle stretch

such as when a doctor taps a muscle tendon to test Your

reflexes) sends a barrage ol impulses into the spinal cord

along the i--iuscle spindle sensory fibers. This in turn acti-

vates motor neurons in the stretched muscle, causing con-

traction which is called the stretch reflex the same sensory

,-limulus causes macnvation or inhibition, in the motor

neurons of the antagonist muscles through connecting neu-

rons, called initibuory interneurons. within the spinal cord

The sensitivity ot muscle spindle organs is controlled

hy the brain through a separate Set of omma motor neurons

which allow the brain to tine-tune the system fin different

movement tasks. Other muscle sense organs signal muscle

!orce that affects motor neurons through separate sets of
interneurons. This complex system responds differ-

ently for tasks that require precise control of position
holding a full teacup). as opposed to those that require
rapid, strong movement kthrowing a ball). You can expe-

rience these changes in motor strategy when you compare
walking down a staircase in the dark with the same task
while the stairs are illuminated.

It seems likely that the systems of spinal interneu-

rons involved in reflexes also participate in controlling the
alternating action ot the legs during normal walking. In

fact, the basic patterns of muscle activation that produce
coordinated walking can be generated in four-footed ani-

mals within the spinal cord itself, These spinal mecha-

nisms, which evolved in primitive vertebrates, are still pre-

sent in the human spinal cord.
The most complex movements that we perform.

including voluntary acts requiting conscious planning, in-

volve control of the spinal mechanisms by the brain,
t;cientists are only beginning to understand the complex
interactions that take place between different brain regions

dunng voluntary movements, mostly through catrful exper-

iments on animals One major area is the motor cortex, lo-

cated on the side ot the frontal lobe of the cerebrum, which

exerts powerful control of the spinal cord interneurons and
has direct control of some motor neurons in monkeys and
humans t.;ome neurons in the motor cortex appear to specny

the coordinated anon of many muscles to produce orga-
nized movement of the limb to a particular place in space

In addition to the motor cortex, movement control

involves the interaction of many other regions. including
the basal ganglza and thaLimus, the t. erehellum and a large

number ot neuron groups located within the midbrain and

brainstem regions connecting cerebral hemispheres

with the spinal cord
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Scientists know that the basal ganglia and thalamus have widespread connec-

nons with sensory and motor areas of the cerebral cortex. Damage to these areas.

which depend on dopamine. can cause serious movement disorders such as

Parkinsorfs disease Strategies to replace dopamine function are under study

The cerebellum is critically mvolved in the control of all skilled movements.

Loss of cerebellar function leads to poor coordination of muscle control and disor-

ders of balance. The cerebellum receives direct and powerful sensory information

from muscle receptors and from the sense organs ol the inner ear that signal head

position and movement, as well as signals from the cerebral cortex It apparently

acts to integrate all this information to ensure smooth coordination of muscle

action. enab ing us to perform skilled movements more or less automaucally. There

is evidence that, as we learn to walk. speak, or play the violin or piano. the neces-

sary detailed control information is stored within the cerebellum where it can he

called upon by commands from the cerebral cortex
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ADVANCES

.#111:11SON'S DISLASt . A brain disorder mostly of the
elderly, Parkmsorfs is characterized by trembling, rigid posture, slow movements and a shuffling, unbalanced
walk. It results from the degeneration of or damage to dopamine-contaimng neurons that ongmate in the sub-
stanna nigra of the brain and project into the basal ganglia. But the precise cause for Parkinson's is unknown
and until recently it had no treatment. During the late 1950s. scientists associated the loss of dopamine with
Parkinson's. They then found that levodopa improves the symptoms of most Parkinson.s patients.

To reduce gastrointestinal side effects. levodopa
usually combined with the drug Larbidopa. But the

htneficial effects of kvodopa gradually wear oft requinng
the use of a combination of drugs including hromot.riptine.
pergolide and amantadme. The drug deprenyi may slow the
progression of the chseas-- For some patients. an operation
on the brain may reduce tremor and rigidity but better
approaches are needed.

Recently, scientists successfully reduced Parkinson's-
like symptoms in rats by injecting skin cells that have been
genetically engineered to produce dopamine in the basal
gangha. Researchers have also transplanted adrenal gland
and fetal brain tissue, both of which produce dopamine.
into the brains of Parkmsons patients However, much ba-
sic research must be completed before this strategy be-
comes useful for most patients.

Researchers are now working with an animal model
ot Parkinson's, monkeys injected with a substance called
MPTP, which has opened the doors to new approaches to
tissue implants and other therapies

If there is a universal experience. pain is it. Each year.
more than 97 million Amencans suffer chronic, debilhat-
mg headaches, a bout with a bad back or the pain ot
arthritis all at a total cost of some $80 billion. But it
need not be that way. New discovene about how chemi-
cals in the body transmit and intercept pam have paved the
way for new treatments for both chronic and acute pain

Until the middle of the lOth century. pain rehd din-
ing surgery rehed on natural substances such as opium. al-
,:ohol and cannabis. All were inadequate and short-hyed.
Not until IL4 n did doctors discover the anesthetic proper-
ties of ether. first in animals and then in humans .00n af-
terward. the usefulness of chloroform and nitrous oxide be-
.:ame known and heralded a new era in surcrv

r

The dozens of drugs used today dunng surgery
.thohsh pain, relax muscles and induce unconsciousness,
Other agents reverse these effects after an operation

LOcal anesthesia is used in a limited area of a person s
body to prevent pain during exarninanons, diagnostic
procedures. treatments and surgical operations. The most
LITMUS of these agents. which temporarily interrupt the
action of pain-carrying nerve fibers, is novocame Until
recently, novocaine was used as a local anesthetic by
dentists but lidocame is more popular today.

Analgesia produces loss of pain sensation without loss

1101A NI% KIM RS WORK. Al the site of injurv. the hoth
produces prostaglonchns which increase pain sensnisit%
some analgesics. such as aspirin. prevent the productlon it
prostaglandins. Acetaminophen Is believed to blot k pain
impulses in the brain itself Local anesihems intercept pain
Nignais traveling up the nerve. Opiate drugs pre.ent the
transfer of pain signals from (he spinal cord to the brain.

Aspirin am btu.

Cerebral cortex

Opiate drugs

lloocal horn

Local anesthetic
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sensitivity to toueh fhe two main types ot analgesics arc
tion-orwitiS iaspinn or acetammophen and opiouis kmor-
Ilhinc Non-opioid analgesics are useful for treating mild or
moderate pain such as headache or toothache More severe
pain can be treated by eombining a mild opioid such as
odetne with aspirin. The most potent pain-killers are used

only when other preparations are ineffecnve
Insights into the body s endorphin-mediated pain-

, ontrol system have led to the use of iniections ot mor-
phine. endorphins and other opioids into the space above
the spinal cord without causing paralysis, numbness or
other severe side effects This technique came about
through expenments with rats that first showed that in-
lecting opiates into the space above the spinal cord could
produce profound pain control. In humans, a single infec-
tion of morphine reduces pain tor more than 24 hours,
whereas the same dose given by mouth provides relief for
only a few hours This techraque is now commonly used
in humans to treat pain after surgery

I: en es

chronic neurological disorder resulting from sudden.
disorderly discharges of energy by brain cells. epilepsy is
marked by recurrent seizures that temporanly alter one or
more brain functions.

It is a disorder that frequently starts in childhood or
adolescence but many people outgrow it and no longer
need medication. Epilepsy can result from a wide variety
of diseases or injuries oncluding head in)urvi, birth
trauma, brain infection (such as menmpus or encephah-
us), brain tumors, stroke, drug intoxication, drug or alcohol
withdrawal states and metabolic disorders But in 75 per-
eent of cases the cause cannot be identified

The drug phenywin. first synthesized in 1908. sat on
a pharmaceutical house shelf unused tor 30 Years unul re-
searchers, who were screening many agents in cats, found
it to have ann-convulswe effects Phenyl= was immedi-
ately used in humans and provided relict from epilepsy
The drug was a major advance in the treatment of epilepsy
because it illustrated that anti-epileptic medicanons need
not cause sedation tas does phenobarhuab and encouraged
the search for other drugs.

Today several agents can prevent seizures One 01 these

drugs, lalproate. was discovered accidently when a was used
during the early 1960s to speed the absorption of other
drugs being screened in Mice models of epilepsy

In general. epilepsy can be controlled with anti-con-
'. ukant drugs that lessen the frequency ot !-CiztlIeS

"0111ctlilles a Combination ol drugs is necessary (.:.omplete
,ontrol of seizures can be achieved in up to 50 percent of
patients. another 25 percent can he improved signi-
ficantly, the remainder are incompletely controlled and sut-
ler considerable disability _.urgery is considered in the
roughly l 0 percent of patients who do not respond to drues

MAJOR Di mu ,,,1(\

This affliction, with its harrowing feelings of sadness.
hopelessness, pessimism. loss of interest in life and
reduced emotional well-being, is one oi the most debilitat-
ing mental disorders. It is as disabling as coronary disease
or arthnus. Depressed individuals are 24 times more likely
to attempt suicide than people with no mental illness.

in any one-month period. many depression affects
nearly 3 5 million Amencan adults and Young people. For-
tunately. 80 percent of patients respond to drugs. psycho-
therapy or a combmauon of the two. Some severely depressed
patients can be helped with ,lectroconvulsive therapy

Depression arises from many causm biological
Including genetic), psychological, environmental or a

ombination of these Stroke, hormonal disorders, birth
control pills and sleeping pills can also play a part.

Physical symptoms disturbances of sleep, sex
drive. appetite and digestion are common. Some ot
; hese symptoms may reflect the tact that the disorder
Atects a delicate hormonal feedback system linking the
hypothalamus, the pituitary gland and the adrenal glands.

The modern era of drug treatment for depression
began in the late 1930s. A new generation of drugs now al-
lows individualized treatment and a much greater chance
of success for the more than 8 million Amencans who suf-
ier from major depression or other mood disorders.

Most antidepressants affect norepmephnne and
serotonm in the brain, apparently by correcting the abnor-
mal excess or inhibition of the signals that control mood.
thoughts. pain and other sensations. Imipramme, a tricyclic
antidepressant. pnmanly blocks the reabsorpuon of note-
pmephnne and may affect serotomn levels

Another class of antidepressant medications is the
monoamine oxuiase inhibitors t MAOls During the l 950s,
the first of the MAOls. iproniazid. was found to make
experimental animals hyperalert and hyperactive. By 1957.
scientists had proven ipromazid's benefit in patients.
today. three MAOls are available tor use

MAOls are thought to he more complicated than
tricyclics. These agents inhibit monoamine oxidase. a sub-
stance that breaks down serotomn. norepinephrine and
i.:opamine. allowing these chemicals to remain active

A recently developed medication. fluoxetine. is the
first of a new class of drugs, serownin reuptahe inhihnors
Fluoxenne is believed to zero in on serotonin and keep it
active in certain brain circuits nor many patients. this
drug seems to restore overall serotomn acuvity to a more
normal state and alleviate depression.

Patients with manic depression usually alternate
HeMeen episodes of deep depression and penods of mental
and physical hyperactivity, with a return to relatively nor-
mal functioning in between since 1970. manic-depres-
sives have greatly benefited from the use oi lithium

1-
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CHALLENGES

DDIt 114". Universally regarded as the nation's

most senous health problem. the abuse of akohol and drugs by millions of Americans was estimated for 1988 to

cost more than $144 bdhon.. including the costs of treatment, prevention, lost productivity and violence.

Drug addiction is one of the most difficult conditions to understand. For decades, researchers have

unsuccessfully sought to uncover an addictive personality to forecast early warnings of nsk. Personality traits,

genetic susceptibility and how drugs enter the chemical pathways of the brain's pleasure centers remain topics

of intense research.

Wilde causes remain elusive. -,clentIsts do know the

signs of addiction. physical dependence and psychologt-
cal dependence. Physical dependence is an adaptive state

t hat shows itself by intense withdrawal symptoms when
the administration of the drug is stopped. Psychological
dependence is a craving for a drug in order to produce

pleasure or to avoid discomfort. A third aspect of drug de-

pendence is tolerance, the requirement with chronic use

for progressively higher drug doses to achieve a given effect

Alcohol Roughly 15 million Americans have an
alcohol problem ô million abusers and 9 million who

are alcohol-dependent and some 100.000 people die
trom it each rear. Fecal akohol syndrome, which eauses

mental retardation and facial deformities, affects about one

in every -500 babies born in the United States. Chronic
iver disease and cirrhosis, the main chronic health haz-
ards associated with alcohol abuse, were the nation's ninth

leading cause of mortality m 1988, responsible tor more

than 2b,000 deaths. The cost ot alcohol dependence and
abuse in 1988 was estimated at S85 5 hilhon.

Both genetic and environmental tactors contnbute to

alcoholism hut no single factor or combination ot factors has

allowed doctors to predict who will become an alcoholic.
Ethanol. alcohol's active Ingredient. is a depressant

hat acts to reduce anxiety. tension and inhihittons
altering mood and behavior Its other effects

hide stimulation of appetite. heat kiss and dehydration.

Alcohol is easily absorbed into the bloodstream and

I he brain, vet a precise mechanism tor this is unclear It
as ohLe widely believed that alcohol acted on all neural

membranes, perhaps altering their electrical excitability

Now. many scientists believe that alcohol's interaction

with the c.;ABA receptor enhances this neurotransmitter's

inhibitory action In addition. dopamine. the NNIDA

eccptor and glutamate are believed to he involved

While several drugs are used to treat alcoholism.
they are unlikely to he effective in producing a long-term
reduction in drinking behavior Current treatment strate-
gies manage withdrawal, foster sobnety; decrease drinking
by treating psycluatnc problems, and attenuate problem
drinking behavior itself. All are considered adjuncts to
other treatments.

Counseling, psychotherapy and Alcoholics Anony-
mous are the traditional approaches that form the standard
treatment. The first step is tor the individual to recognize
he or she has a problem in need of help Then a broad-
based approach Includes changing drinking behavior and
t he individual's environment in ways to maintain sobriety
Because alcoholics often receive a variety of trzatments. it

is difficult to compare the absolute effectiveness ot one
herapy with another

Psychostimulants While researchers note a drop-ot f

ot cocaine use in the United States from 5 8 million

users in 1985 to 2.9 million in 1988 use of the drug has

become more intense
Part ot the reason users crave psychosumulants ico-

ame and amphetamines) is to counter symptoms similar
to a maior depression decreases in actIvitY and initia-

tive. excessive drowsiness. increasd appetite, feelings ot
unhappiness and inability to experience pleasure that

occur when 3 binge ends
One biochemieal factor that seems to reink)rce the ci-

of psychosnmulants is dopamine Neurons containine
dopamine that protect Into the hmbic system and frontal cor-

tex are required for the acute reinforcing actions of cocaine
and amphetamines !,ciernIsts suggest that some abnormal-

ities within the dopamine system can sensitize indwiduals to

the reinforcing actions of these drugs Many scientists believe

he abihtv of cocaine to block reabsorption ot doparmne
,Iverexciles nearby neurons To prodi cc euphona. The crash
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OCCI,Irs when the dose needed to restore the high becomes

greater than the LISer CJII tind. or from exhaustion. 'The
neurochemical basis ot the crash is still unclear

Doparmne receptors located in the brain s ventral

tegmemal area. nucleIN accumbens. amvgdala, hypotha-

lamus and pitunary are implicated in this activuy
.kmpheramine produces a similar effect but can also

release dopamine and norepinephnne
suenusts are anxiously trying 10 tind drugs that block

the elkas ot cocaine or lessen the ensuing depression . some

drugs block the ette.cts ot cocaine in animals hut most co-

caine-dependent people do not want to take them because

:hey produce senous side eikets Nloreover. the patient will

remember how good he or she felt when still a user
The most effective treatment programs, experts say.

are those that employ three separate stages: detoxitication,

extended personal counseling combined with vocational
guidance and training, and community support groups.
New anudepressams usually help during the hrst weeks ot

therapy Still. some of the best programs have drop-out

rates ot 50 percent or more and the number ol addicts
who return to drug use is very hIgh

()incites a These drugs, denved from the opium
poppy, have been used by humans for centuries. Monkeys

and rats readily self-administer them and will become
physically dependent with unhmited access Lnlike psv-
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hostimulants. humans and animals allowed only limited

access will maintain a stable level and pattern of intake
\Vhen interrupted, this causes neither tolerance nor phys-

ical dependence. In contrast, unlimited access produces

profound tolerance, leading to increased intake and severe

withdrawal symptoms. When stopped. withdrawal symp-

toms range from mild flu-like discomfort to major physical

signs. including severe muscle pain, stomach cramps and

diarrhea. Regions of the brain active in the reinforcing ac-

tions of psychosumulants play the same role with opioids

DOCtors know that drugs such as nalorphine. nalox-

one and cyclazoctne block the effects of morphine, heroin

and other narcotics. The problem Is that an addict must be

highly motivated to take the optoid-bloclung drug.

Standard treatment Involves methadone maintenance

which in theory helps rehabilitate addicts by preventing
withdrawal symptoms and by blocking the pleasurable ef-

fects of opiates. The treatment is controversial. however.

because many believe it condones continuing dependence

on narcotics and creates an even greater level ot tolerance

If your grandfather had a stroke today. his doctor would

tell the family there was no treatment h all iikelihood. the

patient would live out his remaining months or years with

neurological impairment.
While researchers have not yet found a magic bullet

for stroke, attitudes toward the nation's third leading cause

of death are changing rapidly Preventive measures have

reduced the frequency of stroke. New expenmental drug ther-

apies show promise for improving recovery afterward

Stroke affects roughly 500.000 Americans a Veal'.

1 50.000 of whom die, total costs per Year are cstim.ucd

at S25 billion
It often occurs in individuals over 05 Vears of age, vet

a third are under age b5 and in their most productive years

Stroke tends to occur more in males, blacks, and those with

diabetes, high blood pressure. bean disease, obesity, high

cholesterol and a family history of stroke. Controlling nsk

factors such as obesity, blood pressure. diabetes and high

cholesterol can help prevent this disorder.
Treatment involves several techniques II atheroscle-

rotic plaque has caused blockage in the arteries of the neck

region. surgery might be used to dear them to prevent the

likelihood of a clot causing a cut-off of Hood supply
Blood-thinning drugs, such as heparin. may be the choice

when a blood vessel has been blocked or Hood cioi5 are

problem 'These drugs help prevent new clots from torm-

ng or an existing clot from eniargmg
,ometimes treatment means therapy tor the heart

because heart disease contributes to stroke Damaczed

valves may need surgery or drugs Et, reduce the i:hance

lots forming around the valves that then travel to the

brain and cause a stroke

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

A recent study found that daily doses of aspirin or

another blood. thinning drug called wut /arm could prevent

thousands ot strokes every year in people sulfenng from

atnal fibrillation Patients with this condition, in which the

heart beats irregolarly and ineffectually. are at higher risk

of stroke because stagnant pools ot blood collect in the
heart and increase the likelihood of clot formation In the

study, aspirin cut the risk of stroke by 80 percent
While doctors can do little to restore permanently

damaged brain neurons, a good rehabilitation program

can make the difference between insutuuonahzation and

returning home. Yet stroke remains a considerable

challenge, with an initial 30-day mortality averaging 38

percent. 01 patients who survive this cruical period.
long-term survival is 50 percent. And as the age of the
population increases, these rates are rising

New drugs now under study could lead to a dramatic
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4uft in these stavisucs by staving off the irreversible brain
damage that occurs in patients wnh stroke or head miunes,

One approach involves lapidly opening blocked
C5SCIS to restore circulation before oxygen loss causes

permanent damage. Use of clot-chssolving agents the
bioengincered drug nssue plasminogen activator t TPA). or
.0-eptokinase. an enzyme derived from streptococcal bac-
tena may soon become standard treatments in many
hospitals TPA given within 90 minutes of a stroke has
already shown promising results in pilot studies.

Another strategy is to slow cell death by interrupting
the chain reaction tnitiated by a dying cell: the release of
abnormally high amounts of glutamate that can kill neigh-
bonng brain cells by overstimulating glutamate receptors

Several agents are being tested for their ability
to block the NIYIDA receptor where glutamate
is recognized. Still others are aimed at
targets withm the cell. In this way, the
vicious ,:ycle ot local damage fol-
!owed by a widening fringe ot
4iutamate-Induced neuronal death
can be slowed. Thus far, most of
these compounds have been
tested only in animals. It will be
Vears before their value is

known to humans.

ROW6U .t1 r10.1. MA

As with stroke, no magic bullet
has been found, but doctors have
discovered several methods to stave
At severe neurological damage caused
hv head and spinal cord intunes These
reatments include bstter emergency care, im-
proved rehabilitation and a drug that was recently found
to help reduce damage in spinal cord Injuries

some 500.000 people receive traumatic head imures
requrang hospnalu-ation each year; and roughly 100.000
die many before reaching the hospital. Economic costs
approach 525 billion annually

Greater use of newer imaging methods enables doc-
ors to more readily see swelling that is potentially lite-
hreatening and act immediately They can bore a small

in the skull and msen a tube hooked up to a pressure
monitor When the intracranial pressure is above safe
levels. the patient is put on a ventilator to increase the
Nreathing rate. The more breaths a patient takes, the more
arbon dioxide Is blown off. helping to shrink cerebral

blood vessels and thus reduce intracramal pressure. Drugs
-uch as rnannitol help draw water away from the brain

spinal cord amines atfect some 10.000 Americans
.umually. mostly males under age 10 who are hurt in
automobile accidents. at a total cost ot 52 billion.

Researchers recently r.zported that people who suffer

BE I ll R 1RI

Tinal cord iniunes become less severely paralyzed if they
receive high intravenous doses of a steroid drug within
eight hours atter injury The drug rnethylprednisolone
appears to help regardless of how severely the spinal cord
is intured and, in some cases, makes the difference be-
tween a patient being confined to a wheelchair and being
able to walk

Building on this knowledge, researchers hope to
decipher the precise order of the chemical reactions that
lead to injury Once they understand the factors that pro-
hibit regrowth of spinal fibers, they hope to develop drugs
that block these reactions and allow regeneration.

At 1111 twit's DtsEtst

One of the most fnghterung and devastating of aii neu-
rological disorders, dementia caused by

Alzheimer's affects an estimated 4 million
Americans. The cause and effective

treatments are still under investiga-
tion for this mvstenous disorder

which takes 100,000 lives a year
and is one of the nation's lead-
ing killers of adults. It is ex-
pected to affect 14 million
Amencans by the year 2040.

Forgetfulness and mem-
ory loss, time or place disonen-
tanon and difficulty with con-

.S111. centratmg or calculating are the
earliest symptoms which usually

begin during the patient's mtd-60s.
Final stages leave the victim incapable of

self-care. Death usually results from pneu-
monia or some other complication.

Preliminary diagnosis can be made while the patient
is still alive but absolute confirmation of Alzheimer's re-
quires an autopsy of the brain. Examination :-.hows abnor-
mal protein accumulation. neurohbrillary tangles in neu-
rons and clusters of degenerating nerve endings, neuritic
plaques, in the areas of the brain important for memory
and intellectual function, Abnormal deposits of aniyioid
protein are linked to the plaques and are either responsible
tor them or related to the cause of the disorder

Alzheimer s brains have lower than normal levels ot
acetylcholine. somatostatin and monoamines due to
loss of the specific cell groups that synthesize these trans-
mtuers in the brainstem

The cause ot neuron death is unknown. Possibilities
include cell membrane detects. protem processing prob-
lems. heredity, immune system problems and neurotoxic
substances At most. 10 percent of victims have an inher-
ited form which starts earlier in life and progresses rapidly
A genetic marker tor one type of this hereditary form has
been located on chromosome 21
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A prelimmarv diagnosis can be made in 90 percent
of cases through a medical history physical and neuro-
logical exams and a mental status test. Computerized
tomography tCT) and magnenc resonanLe imaging 1/4,MRI)
scans show reduced cerebral size.

Presently there is no treatment for the cognitive
symptoms but research on drugs called cognitive enhancers

is proceeding rapidly based on detailed studies in aged
animals of anatomical and biochemical circuits involved in
cognitive processing and memory

For now, ;nation, anxiety and unpredictable behav-
ior, sleep disturbances and depression that accompany the
disease can be treated.

At least a dozen drugs offenng palliative treatment
are under study. Two that are furthest along in develop-
ment are tetrahydroammacndine and physosngnune. which
help restore acetylcholine. Animal tests with nerve growth
:actor kNGF), a naturally-occurnng protein necessary for
the growth and maintenance of certain neurons. are
underway. NGF has nourishing effects on brain neurons
that release acetylcholine. Unfortunately, the only way to
get the drug into the brain is by direct infecnon. a proce-
dure not usually recommended for humans. In another
approach, researchers are considering transplanting tissue
which could release missing neurotransmitters or growth
factors directly into the brain. In theory, this technique
could restore neurotransmitter function and prevent brain
cells from dying.

Early diagnosis of Alzheimer' s through use of bio-
chemical tests or CT and MRI scanning may soon permit
doctors to combat the disease when drugs become avail-
able. Scientists recently reported the discovery of an early
-marker-, a decrease in the size of the hippocampus in de-
ceased Alzheimer s patients compared with patients who
died without suffering this disorder. Other tests detect ab-
normal proteins unique to Alzheimer's.

Since aged monkeys have plaques and tangles. sev-
eral centers conduct research on them to assess age-related
memory decline and drugs that ameliorate this condition.

ANN.11 1ts,t) Pk\IL DIWRIM Rs

The most widespread mental illnesses, anxiety disorders
affect an estimated 7.3 percent of the U.S. adult popula-
tion. 11 5 million Americans. in a one-month period
I hey include pholras. panic disorder and agoraphobia and
ohtesszve-compuisive disorder Some can keep people com-
pletely housebound or, as in the case of panic disorder.
ontribute to suicide

In obsessive-compulsive disorder. people become
trapped in repetitive thoughts and behaviors they ret:og-
nize as groundless hut cannot stop. such as washing hands
or checking doors or stoves. The illness is thought to affect
more than 2 million Amencans in any one-month period
'ociat learning and genetics may play a role in developme,

the disorder. But PET scans reveal abnormalities in both
,orncal and deep areas of the brain. suggesting a biological
component as well.

Panic disorder which affects nearly 800.000
Americans during a one-month period usually starts
out of the blue.- Patients experience an overwhelming

sense of impending doom, accompanied by sweating,
weakness. dizziness and shortness of breath. With re-
peated attacks, patients may develop anxiety in anticipa-
tion of another attack and avoid public settings where
attacks might occur. Untreated, their byes may constnct
until they fear leaving home tor any reason.

The recent discovery of brain receptors for the ben-
zodiazepine antianxiety drugs has sparked research to
Identify the brain's own antianxiety chemical messengers.
This finding may lead to ways to regulate this brain system
and correct its possible defects in panic disorder. PET
scans reveal that dunng such attacks, the tip of the brain's
temporal lobe is unusually active compared wnh corurols.
When normal people expect to receive a shock to the
:Inger. the same general area is activated.

For both obsessive-compulsive disorder and panic
disorder. behavioral and drug treatments show promise
separately and in combination but their effectiveness is
still under investigation.

S. HILOPHELNI

Marked by disturbances in thinking, emotional reactions
and social behavior, schizophrenia almost always results in
chronic illness and personality change. Delusions and
hallucinations are common.

Affecting less than one percent of the population or
1.1 million Americans in a one-month period. schizophre-
nia is disabling and costly. On a given day, these patients
occupy more than 100.000 hospital beds. Annual treat-
inent costs exceed $7 billion, while lost productivity and
other losses exceed $14 billion.

Schizophrenia is thought to reflect changes in the
brain caused b ease or injury at the time of birth or a ge-
netic disposinon exacerbated by environmental stress. Brain
systems using dopamine appear to be particularly involved.
Scans and postmortem studies show abnormalities in
sehizophrenics. such as enlarged cerebral sentncks ifluid-
hUed spaces) and reduced brain size. PET scans show that
the prefrontal cortex of schizophrenic patients is not prop-
edy activated in response to intellectual tasks.

The disorder usually begins between ages 15 and 25
some patients hilly recover following treatment hut most
.ontinue to have moderate or severe sympwms. particu-
larly in rcsponSC to .,Aress.

After a long search tor a sunlit; antipsychonc agent. sci-
entists synthesized the drug hit) w mazin e during the late
I340s. By the 1P50s. it was found useful for treating psy-
chotic states and later became a mainstay ot drug treat ment
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Since then a large number of agents similar to
chlorpromazine have been developed. When given as
long-acung injections, these drugs reduce some symp-
toms and :nd patients readiness ior adjustment back in
the community. However, chronic use may cause abnor-

mal muscle movements and tremors in some patients.

Safer treatments are being sought.
Thus far, most drugs are successful in calming -pos-

itive' symptoms such as hallucinations and agitation. A

new drug, clozapme. acts differently from other antipsy-

chotics. It is the first medication to alleviate -negative'
symptoms: lack of motivation, loss of emotion and social

withdrawal. And clozapine appears to help the 10 E0 20

percent of patients who are not helped by conventional
medications. However, the drug can induce a potentially

fatal blood disorder. agranulorytosis. In about 1 percent of

patients. To prevent this, patients must take regular tests

of blood and bone marrow function, a precaution that
makes the use of the drug very costly

\ t I. it AIDS

By the end of 1993. as many as 480.000 AIDS cases and

340.000 deaths from AIDS will have occurred in the

United States. Unfortunately, the nervous system as well as

the immune system is profoundly affected by this virus

Medical experts estimate that 20 to 66 percent of patients

with full-blown AIDS also develop dernenna which often

includes movement impairment. Nearly all patients with

this syndrome have mental problems ranging from mild to

progrstsswe, fatal, dementia.
And in spite of advances made in treating other

aspects of the disease, AIDS dementia remains a mystery.

Physicians still do not know why it happens and until they

do. they won't be able to adequately prevent or treat it

Experts believe that senous neurologic symptoms are

uncommon early in AIDS infection. But later, patients

develop leg weakness, loss of balance. difficulty concentrat-

ing, apathy. imtabihty and depression-like symptoms. CT

and MRI scans and the examination of brain cells under a

microscope suggest that the dementia occurs principally in

sub-cortical areas, wnh marked changes in the myelin

The anti-AIDS drug AZT has reversed some ner-

vous system symptoms but the effect is short-lived,
Preliminary clinical trials are now underway testing AZT

and several other compounds.

MI I 111'11 St 1 1 Rtie.h

The most common central nervous system disease of

young adults after epilepsy, this life-long ailment of un-

known origin affects one in 1.000 adults, thus disabling

more than 250.000 Americans. Multiple sclerosis MS /

stnkes mainly between the ages of 20 and 40. with two of

three cases occurring in women. It results in earning losses

for families with MS of about 52 billion annually

While a cause has yet to be found. MS is thought to

he an autoimmune disease in which the body's natural
defenses act against the myehn in the central nervous sys-

tem as though it were foreign tissue. The myehn, which
surrounds and insulates nerve fibers of the brain and
spinal cord, begins to disintegrate and Interfere with nerve

signals by distorting or blocking them
Genetic and environmental factors have also been

suggested. Siblings of affected people are 10 to 15 nrnes

more likely than others to come down with MS. The dis-

ease is five times more prevalent in temperate zones
ksuch as the U.S. and Europe) than in the tropics. A viral
infection acquired during the first 15 years of life may be

responsible for triggering the disease which becomes
apparent later.

The most common symptoms are blurred vision,
awkward gait, numbness and fatigue. These can occur
singly or in combination, vary in intensity and last from
several weeks to months. In some patients, symptoms
Include slurred speech. weakness, loss of coordination.
uncontrollable tremors, loss of bladder control. memory
problems. depression and paralysis. Muscle spasucity can

affect balance and coordination, causing pain, involuntary
jerking moverner 's and severe contractures, freezing of a

loint that preYeo. iovernent.
MS is incurable but there is help for some symptoms

until definitive treatment is available. Muscle relaxants and

tranquihzers alleviate muscle spastieny: adrenocorticotroptc

hormone I.ACTH) and steroids help shorten attacks by re-
ducing inflammation: and stretching exerctses and physi-

cal therapy help keep muscles in working order. Other

agents help kill pain.
Several compounds which suppress the immune

system are being tested in patients. One of the promisink

treatments is a synthetic version of the protein myelin that

desensitizes the malfuncuonmg immune system In early

studies, doctors found it lessens flare-ups in some pa-
tients: they hope it may prove broadly useful. Other drugs

under study Include interterons and a combination of the

drug cyttophosphamide and Ac TH

Miss.\ S)NDRomi

This form of mental retardation caused by a genetic defect

occurs about once in even' 800 live births and affects some

250.000 American families
The most common form of Down's. Trisomy 21, re-

sults when the egg or sperm adds an extra chromosome
producing mental impairment and these physical signs a

drawing of the arms across the chest in an embracing
manner, low nasal bridge and small nose, eyes that slant

upwards. deep creases across thr center of the palm and

excessive ability for flexing extremities.
The risk of haying a child with Down's increases

with the age of the mother At age 35 the risk is one in 400



births: at age 40. it is one in 110. Highly accurate prenatal
tests. chonon vfflus sampling performed between the
eighth and twelfth weeks of pregnancy or amniocentesis
between the thineenth and fifteenth weeks. Lan determine
if a fetus is likely to be affected.

Medical advances have produced effective treat-
ments for the improper heart development. suscepubility
to infection, respiratory problems and immature digestive
tracts, which may affect people with Down's.

The degree of mental retardation vanes widely, with
the majonty falling in the moderate range. Children with
Down's learn to sit, walk, talk and toilet train, although
usually at a later stage than average.

Early intervention from birth, quality education pro-
gratis, a stimulating home environment and good med-
ical care has boosted survival from nine years
in 1910 to an average of 55 years today.
Many people with Down's are active
and productive.

Although there is no cure.
tcientists are moving closer
to identifying the genes on chro-
mosome 21 responsible for the
syndrome. Once identified,
they hope to decode the bio-
chemical piocesses responsible
and eventually treat or cure the
disorder.

HUNTINGTON'S DISEASE.

The test may be accurate up to 99 percent but raises some
ethical issues especially about the value of a predictive
test for a disease that currently has no cure.

Until the mutant gene is identified, treatment fo-
cuses on helping people with Huntington's live longer at
a better level. This includes pbysical and occupational
therapy, learning how to swaflow appropnately, balance
exercises, maintaining proper weight and various medica-
tions for depression, hallucinations and stress.

In addition to hunting for the gene, researchers are
pursuing various treatments. In one set of expenments.
scientists are focusing on quinolinic acid, a brain neuro-
toxin that excites NMDA receptors and is not harmful un-
der normal conditions. Since very high levels of qumohnic

acid are found in the brains of Huntington's patients, re-
searchers believe excitation may be excessive

or prolonged. They are actively searching
for ways to block this toxic effect,

lit \ ( I t)N..., DisEAsy.

LINE OF I HE MORI:

MINION INIURITED BRAIN

DISORDERS, IIAS BEEN TRACED

FO CIENEIIC MARKERS

ON ClIkOMOSOME 4.

Afflicting some 25.000 Americans.
with another 125,000 at risk, Hunting-
ton s is one of the more common inherited
brain disorders. This slowly progressmg dis-
ease, which causes the degeneration of brain cells, usually
starts between ages 30 and 50. It affects neurons in the
basal ganglia, an area important for movement coordina-
tion. and in the cortex, the center for thought, perception
and memory

The most recognizable symptoms are involuntary
jerking movements of the arms, legs. torso and facial mus-
cles. These are often accompanied by mood swings,
depression. irritability, slurred speech and clumsiness.
Later on. common symptoms include swallowing
difficult y. unsteady gait. loss of balance, impaired reason-
ing and memory problems. Eventually, the victim is
confined to a bed or wheelchair, with death often due to
pneumonia. heart failure or some other complication.

Diagnosis entails a clinical examination and detailed
tamtly history CT and PET scans may help. Discovery of
a genetic marker for Huntington's on chromosome 4
allows for a predictive test using blood or tissue from the
person at risk and relatives. Predictive testing is available
tor adults at rlsk prenatal testing can also he performed

Tot 111.TTU S NDROMI

One of the most common and
least understood neurological
disorders, Tourette's is a genetic
condition that affects an esti-
mated 100,000 Americans, in-
cluding some 20,000 young-
sters. Males are affected three
to four times as frequently as

females,

The disorder usually appears
between ages four and eight, but may

emerge as late as age 21. Symptoms in-
clude motor and vocal tics that are repeti-

tive, involuntary, rapid and sudden movements
or utterances, A majonty of patients have a mild form of the
disorder with symptoms of excesswe eye blinking, shoulder
twitches or shruggtng or noise-making. Many of these tics
can be controlled in the same way that a sneeze can be held
in. More extreme forms of Tourette's. which are relatively
rare, can seriously interfere with everyday living. Additional
symptoms include self-injury and uttering obscenities.

Since the defective gene is not yet identified and no
laboratory test can identify the syndrome, diagnosis is made
by observation. Some tests can rule out other possibilmes.

Halopendol. a neuroleptic drug, has been the main-
stay of treatment. It is not an ideal drug, however, because
it produces disturbing side effects abnormal involun
tary movements, stiffness of the face and limbs, or seda-
tion in some patients. The disorder seems to result from
hypersensitivity of dopamine receptors_ Most effective
drugs. such as halopendol, act by blocking the overactive
system. Other symptoms, such as obsessive-compulsive
traits and attention deficit disorder, often need treatment
with other classes of drugs.



NEW DIAGNOSTIC METHODS

any ol the recent advances in understanding

the brain are due to the development of anatomical techniques that allow scientists to see more clearly the many

connections between neurons throughout the body.
Electrophysical recordings trace brain electrical activity in response to a specific external stimulus. In

this method, electrodes attached to specific parts of the scalp depending on which sensory system is being

tested make recordings that are then processed by a computer. The computer makes an analysis based on

the time lapse between stimulus and response. It then extracts this information from background activity.

Following the discovery that material is transported

.vithin neurons, methods have been developed to visualize

acuvity and precisely track fiber connections within the
nervous system. This can be done by iniectmg a radioac-

tive ammo acid into the brain of an experimental animal.
the animal is killed a few hours later: and then the pres-

ence of radioactive cells is visualized on film In another
technique. the enzyme horseradish peroxidase is injected

and taken up by nerve fibers which can be later identified

under the microscope.
While the use of these and other methods has re-

sulted in many advances in knowledge about the workings

of the nervous system and are still useful today, new meth-

ods promise to give even more precise information about

Ihe nervous system, particularly the point of origin of dis-

=,rders such as epilepsy

LS

Positron Emisswn Tomography IP This method of measuring

brain function is based on the detection c. f posaively

charged particles emitted by radioacnvely labeled sub-

stances introduced into the body PET scanning produces

a three-dimensional image that reflects metabolic and
chemical activity in the brain.

In this technique, doctors inject into ihe bloods! ream

trace amounts of natural body compounds or specific
drugs labeled with a radioactive isotope. Since these iso-

topes have a relatively short half-life ktwo to 110 minutes).

an accelerator must he nearby to produ,:e them so the

,tudies can be conducted rapidly.

Thex labeled compounds are taken up in brain tissue

in greater concentrations by areas that are more metaboli-

ally active In tissue. these substances emit positively

charged particles called positrons. In turn, positrons emit

photons that are detected by the scanning machine.

One PET technique measures the metabolism of

glucose. the brain s fuel, and converts this information by
:omputer to a three-dimensional, color-coded picture of
brain activity. The brightest colors indicate the brain areas
most active while subjects are performing specific tasks.

So far. PET studies have helped scientists understand
more about how drugs affect the brain and what happens
during learning, language and certain brain disorders.

For instance, when compared to normal patients,
people who experience panic attacks have greater blood
flow and metabolism in a very specific area of the right
side of the brain than in the left, even when they are not
having an attack. Dunng an acute episode of anxiety, both
normal sublects with anxiety and patients with panic
attacks seem to engage a similar portion of the cortex, the

temporal obe.
PET should soon enable scientists to identify the

Noche= 3! nature of neurological and mental disorders

and deter oine how well therapy is working in patients.
Another technique. single photon emission computer

tomography tSPECT). is similar to PET but its pictures are
not as detailed. SPECT is much less expensive than PET
because the tracers it uses have a much longer half-life and

do not require expensive machinery to produce them
Magnetic Resonance Imaging Providing a high qual-

ity three-dimensional image of organs and structures
inside the body without X-rays or other radtation. NIRI im-

ages are unsurpassed in anatomical detail and may reveal

minute changes that occur with time. MRI is expected to
tell scienusts when structural abnormalities first appear in

the course ot a disease. how they affect subsequent devel-

opment and precisely how their progression correlates
with mental and emononal aspects of a disorder.

During the hour-long MRI procedure, a patient lies

inside a massive, hollow. cylindrical magnet and is ex-
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posed to short bursts of a powerful magnetic field. The

protons of the body's hydrogen atoms normally point ran-

domly in different directions, but in a magnetic field they

lex up parallel to each other like rows of tiny magnets. If

the hydrogen nudei are then knocked out of alignment by

a strong pulse of radio waves, they produce a detectable

radio signal as they fall back into alignment.
Magnetic coils in the machine detect these signals

and a computer changes them into an image based on dif-

ferent types of body tissue. Tissue containing high levels

of hydrogen tsuch as fat) produces a bright image: that

containing little or no hydrogen (such as bone) appears
black. (The image is similar to that produced by CT
scanning but MRI generally gives greater contrast between

normal and abnormal tissues.) MR1 allows images tO be

constructed in any plane and is particularly valuable in

studying the brain and spinal cord. It reveals tumors
rapidly and vividly, indicating their precise ement. MR1

also produces impressive images of the eye and ear

Magnetic resonance spectroscopy CARS). a technique

related to MR1 which uses the same machinery but exam-

ines chemistry rather than anatomy, also holds great

promise to provide insights into how the brain works By

measunng the chemical and energy changes that occur in

the brain, MRS has already provided new information on

brain development and aging, Alzheimer s disease,

schizophrenia, autism and stroke. Because it is safe and

non-invasive, this method is ideally suited to study the
natural course of a disease or its response to therapy.

Magnetic Source Imagmg One of the latest advances

in scanners. magnetic source imaging (MS1) reveals the

source of weak magnetic fields emitted by neurons firing

dectncal signals. An array of cylinder-shaped sensors

monitors the magnetic field pattern near the patient's head

to determine the positions and strengths of activity in var-

ious regions of the brain. By tracking the magnetic fields.

scientists can determine the ongm of epileptic seizures
and responses to sound, touch and vision.

MS1 could benefit as many as 200.000 epileptics

whose seizures often can be prevented by surgery that

removes the area of the brain causing the disorder. It is

also useful in charactenzing certain hearing disorders such

as tinnitus. a constant ringing sound in the ears

61 \I DI \t,NtIsis

The inherited bluepnnt for all human characteristics, genes

consist of short sections of deovynbonut.leit oiia (DNA). the

long, spiraling, chamlike structure found on the 23 pairs of

Lhromosomes in the nucleus of every human cell. All of an

individual's genes come from his or her parents and hold

the information for every aspect of bodily growth. develop-

roene function, reproduction and possibly tor aging and

death. tienes achieve their effect by directing the manufac-

ture ot proteins. Differences in gene structure are respon-

.sible for the physical differences between people such as

eve, hair and skin color. So too, changes in gene structure.

known as mutations, are responsible foe many neurological

and psychiatnc disorders.
New gene diagnosis techniques now make it possi-

ble to find the chromosomal location of genes responsible

tor neurologic and psychiatric diseases and to identify
structural changes in these genes.

This information is useful for detecting individuals

who carry the mutant gene. prenatal diagnosis. classifying

disease and evaluating certain tumor types and their stage.

Moreover, these methods bode well for eventually defining

the molecular mechanisms involved in the disease process.
Significant progress has been made in identifying the

regions on chromosomes carrying the defects that result in

roughly two dozen neurological disorders but prenatal or

earner tests exist for only a handful.
In Huntington's disease, scientists have tracked

down markers on chromosome 4 that are very close to the

mutant gene chnkedl in affected members of three gen-
erations in a number of different families. At this tone.
however, for a person at risk to be tested. sufficient nurn-

hers of family members must be alive to carry out the tests.

Although the linkage tests can not predict nsk with 100

percent certainty, earner and prenatal testing has begun at
medical centers in the United States, Canada and Europe.

Sometimes patients with single gene disorders are

found to have a chromosomal abnormality a deletion or

break in the DNA sequence of the gene that can lead to

a change in genetic matenal that disrupts its normal activity.

Such is the case of some abnormalities found on the

X-chromosome in patients with Duchenne muscular
dystrophy and on chromosome 13 in patients with inher-

ited retinoblastoma, a rare childhood eye tumor that Lfads

to blindness. A chromosomal abnormahty also has been

located for myotonic dystrophy, symptoms of which include

spasms. muscle wasting and cataracts.
Gene mapping has led to the localization on chro-

mosome 21 ot the gene encoding the precursor to amy-
loid, the peptide that accumulates in senile plaques in
Alzheimer's disease. This discovery shed light on the
reason why individuals with Down syndrome t Trisomy

21) invariably accumulate amyloid deposits: they make
too much amyloid as a consequence oi having three

copies instead of two copies of the gene. Although no
mutation of the amyloid gene has been associated with
Alzheimer s. this gene is the site of the mutation in a rare.

allied disorder hereditary Lerehral anwlindosis with stroke.

Overall, the characterization ot the structure and
function of individual genes causing neurological disor-

ders is in the early stage. And factors that determine t.an-

ations in the genetic expression of a single-gene abnormal-

ity such as what contributes to the early or late start or

,,eventy of a disorder are unknown
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POTENTIAL THERAPIES

EW DRUGS. MOSE drugs in use today have been

screened using ume-consuming techniques in experimental animals which do not always reveal precisely why

a drug produces a particulareffect. BUt the expanding knowledge of neurotransmiuer receptors and new meth-

ods of molecular biology the ability to clone a receptor gene and determine its molecular structure make

it possible in pnnciple to design much better agents.
In a teSE tube, the potency of an agent can be determined by how well it binds to a receptor site. A

pharmacologist then can vary the drug's molecular structure to enhance its effect on that particular receptor.

Thus, subsequent generations of test drugs can be designed to interact with receptors more efficiently and are

likely to exhibit higher potency with fewer side effects

While this so-called "rational drug design- holds

promise for developing drugs for conditions ranging from

migraine headaches and depression to fear and anxiety, it
will take considerable time and effort to clarify the role of

different receptors in these disorders.

NEUROTROPH1C F.At 1 ORS

These body chemicals, which stimulate the growth and

survival of specific neurons, are one of the most exciting

areas of brain research. They hold promise for treating a

wide array of neurodegenerauve diseases. Scientists have

identified half a dozen substances that appear to be neu-

rotrophic factors and expect to find many more.
Already, researchers have demonstrated the possible

value of at least one of these factors, nerve growth factor

NGF) Infused into the brains of rats. NGF has prevented

cell death and stimulated the regeneration and sprouting
of damaged neurons that release acetykhohne. When an-

imals with learning and memory impairments from brain

lesions were treated with NGF, scientists found that the

rats were able to remember a maze task as well as heahhy

rats A human recombinant NGF has the same effect
Recently. several new factors have been identified and

,vnthesized and are now being characterized and studied

They are potentially useful for therapy but scientists must

tirst understand how they may influence neurons

5ince the destruction of neurons that use acetyl-

choline is one feature of Alzheimer 5 disease. any sub-

,tance that can prevent this destrucuon is an important

topic of research. NGF also holds promise for slowing the

cognitive deficits associated with normal aging.
Once a neurotrophic factor tor a particular cell type

I., found. copies can be genetically targeted to the area ot

the brain where this type of cell has died. The treatment
probably will not cure a disease but will improve symp-
toms and delay progression.

In an interesting twist on growth factor therapy,
researchers have for the first time shown that an "anti-
growth factor" can help repair damaged nerves. Using a

genetically engineered antibody to proteins that inhibit

nerve regeneration, Swiss researchers succeeded in getting

nerves of severed spinal cords in rats to regrow.
In these expenments, scientists completely cut one of

the major groups of nerves in the spinal cord that connect
the spinal cord and the brain, When the genetically
engineered protein IN-I was injected into the brains of

two- to six-week old rats, -massive sprouting" of nerve
fibers occurred where the spinal cord had been cut. Within

two to three weeks, neurons grew from about three-tenths

of an inch to four-tenths of an inch. In untreated rats whose

spinal cords were also cut, the maximum distance of regen-

err.tion rarely exceeded a tenth of an inch. This research
could eventually lead to treatments to repair nerves dam-

aged by accidents, strokes, penpheral nerve disorders and

a wide variety of other nervous system diseases

TRANSP1 AN s

Transplanting healthy neurons to take over the function of

damaged neurons has also proved successful n animals.
Scientists have reported reducing symptoms that mimic

Parkinson's disease by injecting genetically altered skin
cells into the brains of rats. The rat skin cells had been
modified to produce dot.- the precursor of dopamme, a
Lick of which is believed to be a cause of Parkinson s.

Researchers took skin cells from rats and used a
modified virus to insert genes that produce the enzyme



Genetics Ilv enmnerred cells cultured and uncied
back into patient to produce dopamme
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New worktng gene
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Parkinson
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2 Skin cell

Skin cells removed
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New genetic matenal

. , and grown in culture

(yrosine hydroxylase. This enzyme converts a common amino acid. tyrosine, into dopa.

Other enzymes in the brain convert dopa mto dopamine.

The skin cells, converted into dopa factones, were injected into the brains of

rats that had been purposely injured to cause neurological detenoration that mimics

Parkinson's. Rats wnh this damage develop behavior that causes them to walk in

circles. When the cells were transplanted into the brains of rats whose brains con-

tained the lesions, the animals showed a 40 percent reduction in abtv,rmal behavior,

Once perfected, this "indirect gene therapy" technique could be an alternative

to fetal cell implants that have proved successful against Parkinson's in early research

hut raise moral and political questions about the ethics of their use.

Implantation of fetal cells secreting dopamine recently has been shown to slow

the progression of Parkinson.s in a single patient. a 49-year-old man with

severe disease. In the procedure, brain cells from eight-to nine-week-old fetuses

were mixed in a substance resembling body fluids. Then the solution was passed

through a narrow tube directly into the brain of the patient so that the fetal cells.

when implanted, matured into adult cells in an area where brain cells had been

dying as a result of ParkmsonS,
These are lust a few examples of a broad range of opportunities neuroscienusts

are investigating for new therapies. In separate expenments. they are transplanting

adrenal cells and olfactory neurons into the brain. In the future, computer-driven

electronic implants may help restore vision and neuromuscular function
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(;ENE THIRAP1. In one potential

gene therapy technique. scwn-
lists plan to t I) remove skin
cells from the body of a patient
suffering from a neurological
disorder such as Parkinson s
disease. They then t2) insert
into the skin cells genes that
produce tyrosine hydroxiicisc
which converts the common
amino acid lirosine into doN.
the precursor for dopamine.
which is deficient in Parkinson s
patterns. ihe genetically engi,
riveted cells now dopa facto-

ries .ire then t.3) selected for
effectiveness and t 4) inlected
hack inw the patient s brain
where thev will produce dopa-
mine and. hopefully improve
symptoms.
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